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Dreams – ANSWERS  
 
 

 

 

1. What’s the word?   

Write the word under the pictures.  

dream fly space alien spaceship wings 

dragon fire chilli peppers paint town clown 
      

   
  

 

wings dream dragon fire paint spaceship 

 
 

 
 

 

 

space alien fly town clown chilli peppers 

 
 

 

 

2. Choose the answer!  

Listen to the poem. Circle the correct answer.  

a. Last night I flew in                                    .     the sky / outer space / a plane 

b. Last night I had a pair of                                    .     wings / boots / trainers 

c. Last night I helped a                                    .     friend / princess / dragon 

d. Last night I found some magic                                    .     pens / shoes / chairs 

e. Last night I painted my                                    .     bedroom / picture / town 

f. Each night I curl up in my                                    .     bed / car / wardrobe 
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3. True or false?  

Think about the poem. Circle true or false for these sentences.  

a. I dreamt that an alien spaceship chased me. true false 

b. I dreamt that I flew on a chair. true false 

c. I dreamt about a dragon that couldn’t breathe water. true false 

d. I dreamt that I won at basketball. true false 

e. I dreamt about a clown doing a painting. true false 

f. I’m bored when I go to bed. true false 

g. I like having dreams. true false 

h. I don’t know what my dreams will be about until I go to bed. true false 

 
 
 

 

 

4. Match them up!  

Listen to the poem. Match the words that rhyme, for example space and 
chase. 

 

far  things 

wings  higher 

fly  star 

fire  lose 

shoes  clown 

tall  by 

town  head 

bed  basketball 
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5. Write and draw!  

Children draw a picture and write about what they dream about.  
 


